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Abstract

A renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is one of the refractory tumors, since it readily acquires resistance against chemotherapy. Thus, alternative therapeutic approaches such as obstructing the neovasculature are needed. We previously reported on the development of a plasmid DNA (pDNA)-encapsulating liposomal nanoparticle (LNP) as a hepatic gene delivery system that is applicable to systemic administration. The key molecular component is a SS-cleavable and pH-activated lipid-like material (ssPalm) that mounts dual sensing motifs (ternary amines and disulfide bonding) that are responsive to the intracellular environment. The main purpose of the present study was to expand its application to a tumor-targeting gene delivery system in mice bearing tumors established from a RCC (OS-RC-2). When the modification of the surface of the particle is optimized for the polyethyleneglycol (PEG), stability in the blood circulation is improved, and consequently tumor-selective gene expression can be achieved. Furthermore, gene expression in the tumor was increased slightly when the hydrophobic scaffold of the ssPalm was replaced from the conventionally used myristic acid (ssPalmM) to α-tocopherol succinate (ssPalmE). Moreover, tumor growth was significantly suppressed when the completely CpG-free pDNA encoding the solute form of VEGFR (fms-like tyrosine kinase-1: sFlt-1) was used, especially when it was delivered by the LNP formed with ssPalmE (LNP_{ssPalmE}). Thus, the PEG-modified LNP_{ssPalmE} is a promising gene carrier for the cancer gene therapy of RCC.
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1. Introduction

Gene therapy has been proposed as a new-generation strategy for curing intractable diseases as well as genetic disorders that have plagued civilization [1]. While the gene therapy approach has faced technical and/or regulatory impediments, a large number of clinical trials are still ongoing worldwide. One crucial success is the first approval of the Glybera® (UniQure) by the European Medicinal Agency (EMA) as a first gene-based medication outside China that accompanies a substantial impact from the regulatory perspective point of view [2, 3]. While success is now
limited to ultra-orphan condition (a prevalence of <0.1 per 10000 persons in the European Union), this historical achievement promises to reinforce the scientific community to realize the significance of the gene therapy.

The prevalence rate of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) has been growing worldwide, especially in advanced nations in the past decades [4-7], while RCC is now considered to be an orphan situation (a prevalence of approx. 3 per 10000 persons in European Union) [3]. One of the serious problems associated with RCC is that it readily acquires resistance to a wide variety of drugs [7, 8] by the up-regulation of multi-drug export pumps such as the p-glycoprotein [9]. Thus, alternative strategies such as immunotherapy [10, 11] or anti-angiogenic therapy using molecular-targeting agents against vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) [12] are currently a challenge. However, the systemic administration of the VEGF inhibitor (i.e. bevacizumab) is accompanied by risks for developing adverse effects such as hypertension [13]. Thus, the tumor specific expression of anti-angiogenic factors by means of transgene delivery can be considered to be a rational strategy.

While the share of the viral approach in total clinical trials of gene therapy remains high (>65%), the value of non-viral approaches is on the rise [14]. Since the first report of the successful transfection of plasmid DNA (pDNA) using a cationic lipoplex [15], the compaction of the pDNA with cationic materials (polycations or liposomes) had been a common strategy, based on the assumption that the cationic charge is a key driving force for cellular association, aided by the negatively charged heparan sulfate on the cell surface [16]. However, for effective transgene expression by non-viral approaches, further improvement of the carriers are prerequisite in terms of controlling intracellular trafficking (i.e. endosomal escape and nuclear transport) and, to maximize the post-nuclear delivery processes (i.e. transcription and translation). In particular, quantitative analysis of the intracellular disposition of the pDNA transfected by cationic carriers (i.e. polycations [17] or a lipoplex [18, 19]) in comparison with that of adenovirus has demonstrated that post-nuclear processes are crucial rate-limiting processes in cationic carriers when transfected to dividing cells. Further analysis revealed that electrostatic interactions of the cationic component with the pDNA cargo or mRNA are the cause of the poor transcription and translation efficacy [18, 19]. For the challenge in systemic applications for the tumor targeting, pharmacokinetic aspects (stability in the blood circulation and tissue selectivity)
and safety must also be taken into the consideration. The risk associated with the systemic administration of a cationic carrier is the formation of aggregates with erythrocytes [20, 21] and/or platelets [22], and the resulting obstructions in lung capillaries.

One of the rational strategies for overcoming the above mentioned drawback is to develop a pDNA-encapsulated particle that is neutral in the physiological environment of the blood circulation, extracellular domains and the cytoplasm. On the other hand, the presence of a cationic charge is a crucial driving force for endosomal escape. Thus, a pH-sensitive lipid that can develop a positive charge in response to the low pH-environment in endosomes is a reasonable molecular design. The pioneering technology involved the production of stabilized plasmid-lipid particles (SPLP) [23-25] or pre-condensed stable plasmid lipid particles (pSPLP) [26] that are formed using ionizable lipids with ternary amine structures. More recently, a liposomal nanoparticle (LNP) formed using various types of ionizable lipids has been developed for use as a siRNA carrier targeting the liver [27-29] or tumors [30, 31]. As an alternative molecular platform, in a previous study, we reported on the development of a SS-cleavable Proton-Activated Lipid-like Material (ssPalm) [32]. The unique design of this material is that it mounts dual sensing motifs that can respond to various intracellular environments; tertiary amines as a proton sponge unit responsible for an acidic compartment (endosome/lysosome) for membrane destabilization, and disulfide bonding that can be cleaved in a reducing environment (the cytosol). Myristic acid was used as a 1st generation ssPalm as a hydrophobic scaffold (ssPalmM). The molecule allows the prepared liposomal nanoparticle (LNP_{ssPalmM}) to escape from endosomes, and subsequently to be collapsed in cytoplasm, thus permitting the efficient decapsulation of pDNA. As a result, the particle exhibited a high gene expression \textit{in vitro} HT1080 cell culture comparable to that of cationic particles, with a small amount of cellular uptake and minimum cytotoxicity. Moreover, once the pDNA was encapsulated into the LNP_{ssPalmM}, the pDNA was resistant to enzymatic degradation in serum for at least 24 h [32]. In addition, the LNP_{ssPalmM} flows into sinusoidal capillaries without aggregate formation, and thereby accumulating in hepatocytes within 10 min. As a result, hepatocyte-specific and long-lasting gene expression was achieved [33]. Thus, such a particle would be highly desired for use in gene delivery via \textit{i.v.} administration.
In the present study, we attempted to expand its application to tumor-targeting gene delivery using the neutralized liposomal nanoparticles prepared using the 2nd generation of ssPalm, where fat-soluble vitamins were used as a hydrophobic scaffold. Very recently, we reported on the preparation of a vitamin A (retinoic acid)-scaffold ssPalm (ssPalmA) that can accelerate nuclear transfer in certain types of cells (i.e. HT1080) [34]. As an original material in the present study, we report on the use of ssPalmE, where vitamin E (α-tocopherol succinate) was employed as a hydrophobic scaffold. We identified an anti-tumor effect of RCC by the expression of the solute form of VEGFR (fms-like tyrosine kinase-1: sFlt-1) as an endogenous molecule, which can compete against the binding of VEGF to the VEGFR for anti-angiogenesis [35].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

1-stearoyl-2-dioleoyl sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylethanolamine (SOPE) and Cholesterol were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (SOPC) was purchased from NOF Corporation (Tokyo, Japan). 1-(monomethoxy polyethyleneglycol2000)-2,3-dimstearylglcerol (PEG2000-DSG) and 1-(monomethoxy polyethyleneglycol5000)-2,3-distearylglcerol (PEG5000-DSG) was purchased from the NOF Corporation (Kanagawa, Japan). [cholesteryl-1,2-3 H(N)]-cholesteryl hexadecyl ether ([3H]CHE) was purchased from PerkinElmer Co. Ltd. (Waltham, MA).

Male ICR mice (5-6 weeks old) were obtained from Japan SLC (Shizuoka, Japan). 4-week-old male BALB/cAJcl-nu/nu mice were purchased from CLEA Japan. The experimental protocols were reviewed and approved by the Hokkaido University Animal Care Committee in accordance with the “Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals”. In all experiments, the animals were used without fasting. The scheme for the chemical synthesis of the ssPalmM, ssPalmA and ssPalmE is shown in Supplemental Information.

2.2. Construction of pDNA

Conventional pDNA encoding luciferase (GL3) (pcDNA3.1-GL3) was constructed as described previously [36]. To prepare pDNA encoding luciferase that is completely free from unmethylated CpG dinucleotide motifs (pCpGfree-Luc(0)), the multiple cloning site of pCpGfree-mcs (Invivogen, San Diego, CA, USA) was preliminarily replaced with a new one that can be digested by 5′-Bgl II-Pvu II-Neo I-Sca I-Xba I-Nhe I-3’ by ligating the hybridized
oligonucleotide fragments to the Bgl II / Nhe I digestion of pCpGfree-mcs (pCpGfree-NEWmcs). Thereafter, a fragment encoding the CpG-free luciferase that accompanies the one CpG motif just below the stop codon; Luc(+1) was obtained by the Nco I/Nhe I digestion of pORF-Luc;Sh-CpG (Invivogen), and ligated to the Nco I / Nhe I digested site of pCpGfree-NEWmcs (pCpGfree-Luc(+1)). Finally, the last remaining CpG motif was removed by inserting a CpG motif-free nucleotide fragment into a Dra III / Nhe I digested site of pCpGfree-Luc(+1), where we refer it a pCpGfree-Luc(0).

For the preparation of the completely CpG-free pDNA encoding mouse sFlt-1, CpG-free insert encoding sFlt-1, with GCCACC just above the start codon as a Kozak sequence was custom-synthesized (Life Technologies Japan, Ltd. Tokyo, Japan). In this synthesis, GATATCT sequences were also added at both of 5’-end (just above the Kozak sequence) and 3’-end (just below the stop codon) to allow these sequences to be cleaved by EcoRV. The open reading frame of the CpG-free mouse sFlt-1 is shown in Supplemental Figure S1. The insert encoding CpG-free sFlt-1 was obtained by the EcoRV digestion, and ligated to the PvuII digested site of pCpGfree-NEWmcs (pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0)). Both of pDNA was purified using a Qiagen Endofree plasmid Mega Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany).

2.3. Preparation of liposomal nanoparticles encapsulating pDNA (LNP)

LNPs were prepared by the ethanol dilution method [32] of a larger scale for in vivo use. First, pDNA/protamine core particles were prepared at an acidic pH. pDNA and protamine solutions (0.3 mg/mL and 0.24 mg/mL) were prepared in 10 mM HEPES buffer (pH5.0-5.4). pDNA particles at a nitrogen/phosphate (N/P) ratio of 1.2 were prepared by the drop-wise addition of 350 μL of the protamine solution (0.24 mg/ml) into the 350 μl of the DNA solution (0.3 mg/ml) with vortexing. Second, pDNA/protamine core particles were encapsulated into the envelope formed with ssPalm and the helper lipids. The lipids composed of ssPalmX (X; M or A or E):helper lipid (SOPE or SOPC):Chol (3:4:3) plus 3 mol% of DMG-PEG2000 (1155 nmol in total lipids) were dissolved in 700 μL of ethanol. Under vortex mixing at room temperature, the lipid solution (700 μL) was rapidly diluted with an equal volume of the pDNA/protamine core particle suspension (50 vol% ethanol). The solution was further diluted with 6.3 mL of 10 mM HEPES (pH5.0-5.4) to 5 vol% ethanol. The diluted solution was concentrated by ultrafiltration using an Amicon Ultra 15 filter (Millipore Corp. Billerica, MA) by centrifugation at 1,000g for 15 min at
room temperature. The particle solution remaining on the upper column was diluted with 7 mL of 100 mM HEPES (pH=7.4), and again concentrated by centrifugation at 1,000g for 20 min at room temperature. Finally, the particles were diluted with 10 mM HEPES (pH=7.4) to achieve the desired concentration. In an attempt to enhance the stability in the blood circulation, the indicated amount of DSG-PEG\textsubscript{2000} or DSG-PEG\textsubscript{5000} (5mol% or 10 mol% of total lipid) stocked in 10mM HEPES (pH=7.4) was added to the prepared particle solution, and the resulting suspension was then further incubated at 60 °C for 30 min.

The diameter and \(\xi\)-potential of the LNP and core particles were determined using an electrophoretic light-scattering spectrophotometer (Zetasizer; Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, WR, UK).

2.4. Pharmacokinetic analysis

To evaluate the time profile of blood concentration of LNPs, the particles were labeled with \([^{3}\text{H}]\)CHE, as a lipid marker. The LNPs were intravenously administered via tail vein at a dose of 40 µg pDNA/mouse. At indicated times, the radioactivity in the blood was counted as described previously [37, 38].

2.5. Evaluation of the pDNA content and gene expression in tumor tissue

OS-RC-2 cells, established from a renal cell carcinoma were kindly gifted by Drs. Kyoko Hida and Noritaka Ohga (Graduate School of Dental Medicine, Hokkaido University). The cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 U/mL) and streptomycin (100 µg/mL). For preparing OS-RC-2-bearing mice, 1.0 x 10\(^6\) cells in 75 µL of sterilized PBS were inoculated into the anesthetized BALB/cAJcl-\(nu/nu\) mice in the right flask. Tumor volume was calculated by the following formula: (major axis \times \text{minor axis}^2) \times 0.52. When the tumors reached sizes of approximately 200 cm\(^3\) (approximately 15 days after tumor inoculation), LNPs corresponding to the 40 µg pDNA/mouse were intravenously injected.

For quantifying the amount of pDNA, a 100 mg sample of tumor section was placed in 1 mL of homogenate buffer (3 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 250 mM sucrose, pH 7.4), and was then homogenized with MAZELA (EYELA, Tokyo Japan). The homogenate was transferred to an Eppendorf tube, and then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The DNA was isolated from the pellet using a Sepa Gene kit (Sanko Jun-yaku, Tokyo, Japan) according to the manufacture’s protocol. The DNA samples were incubated at 98°C for 10 min,
and allowed to stand on ice until used. A 25 μl aliquot of the reaction mixture that included 5 μl of diluted DNA sample (1:500 in water), 5 pmol of a set of primers to amplify the luciferase gene fragment: 5’-GGAGCCTACAAGACTACAAGATCCAG-3’ and 5’-GTCATACTTGTCAATGAGGGTGCTC-3’, and 12.5 μl of 2x SYBR Green Master Mix (Toyobo, Osaka, Japan) was subject to PCR using the Agilent Stratagene QPCR System Mx3000P (Agilent, Foster City, CA, USA). The DNA was denaturized at 95 °C for 15 s, and annealed at 60 °C for 1 min and extended at 72 °C for 30 sec. The denaturation/annealing cycle was repeated 40 times. To evaluate the absolute number of pDNA copies, a series of diluted naked DNA was used to prepare a standard curve. The number of gene copies was normalized by the total DNA amount in the sample (μg).

At 48 h post-injection, the mice were sacrificed, and the tumor tissues were collected. Tumor tissues were homogenized in Reporter Lysis Buffer (1 ml), using a POLYTRON homogenizer (KINEMATICA), followed by centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 10 min at 4 °C and the supernatant was obtained. The luciferase activity in the supernatant (20 μl) was assayed using the Luciferase Assay System (Promega, Madison, WI). The relative light units (RLU) were measured using a luminometer (Bio-instrument ATTO Luminescencer AB-2200, JAPAN), and normalized to the protein content that were estimated using the bicinchoninic acid (BCA) protein assay (Bio-Rad).

For visualizing gene expression, LNPs composed of the ssPalmE/SOPC/Chol (3/4/3) plus 3mol% of DMG-PEG2000 and 5 mol% of DSG-PEG5000, were injected into mice via the tail vein at a dose of 40 μg pDNA/mouse. At 6 h after administration, 200 μL VivoGlo™ Luciferin, in vivo grade (Promega) was injected at a dose of 3 mg/mouse into the peritoneal cavity 5 min prior to in vivo imaging with the IVIS Lumina II (Xenogen, Alameda, CA, USA). Images were obtained using a 1-min exposure time. During the measurement, the mice were anesthetized with isoflurane on a stage kept at 25 °C.

2.6. Anti-tumor effect

The OS-RC-2-bearing mice were prepared as described above. When the tumor were grown to approximately 70 mm³ (approximately 10 days after the tumor inoculation), PBS, LNPssPalmM and LNPssPalmE encapsulating pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0) or pCpGfree-Luc(0) were administered
intravenously at a dose of 37.5 μg of pDNA/mouse 3 times at every 3 days. The growth of the tumor is represented as the tumor volume (mm$^3$).

2.7. mRNA expression of sFlt-1 and anti-angiogenic effect

OS-RC-2-bearing mice were prepared as described above. To evaluate the mRNA expression of sFlt-1 by RT-PCR, PBS, LNP$_{ssPalmE}$ encapsulating pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0) or pCpGfree-Luc(0) were administered intravenously at a dose of 37.5 μg pDNA/mouse. At 48 h after the administration, approximately 50 mg of tumor tissue was collected in screw cap tube with the TRIzol Reagent (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) and 5 mm zirconia beads (ZB-50; Tomy, Tokyo, Japan) added and the resulting suspension was homogenized with a Micro Smash MS-100R (Tomy) at 4800 rpm for 30 sec at 4 °C, twice. The RNA was extracted from this homogenate according to the manufacture’s protocol. 1 μg of total RNA in 4.5 μL in water was incubated at 65°C for 5 min, and then allowed to stand on ice until used. The RNA was reverse transcribed using the high-capacity RNA-to-cDNA Kit (ABI, Foster City, CA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions (42°C for 60 min, and then at 95 °C for 5 min). For the PCR reaction to amplify the sFlt-1 or β-actin fragment, the cDNA was diluted with water 5- and 10-fold, respectively. 1 μL aliquot of the diluted cDNA was used in a 20 μl PCR reaction containing specific primer sets (4 pmol each), 0.4 μL of 4mL dNTP mix, Taq DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs; Beverly, MA) and Standard 10x Taq Buffer (New England Biolabs; Beverly, MA). Primers for the experiment were as follows: sFlt-1 forward, 5’- TGGTGTACAGTAGCTTCCAAGG-3’; reverse, 5’-GCCTGTTATTCCTCCCACAGG-3’; β-actin forward, 5’-AGAGATGGCCACGGCTGCTT-3’; reverse, 5’- TACATGGTGTTGCGGGCCAGA-3’, and then were subjected to the PCR reaction by C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). The DNA was denaturized at 95 °C for 30 s, and annealed at 58 °C for 30 sec. Extension was performed at 68 °C for 10 sec. This process was repeated for 30 cycles. As a control, PCR was performed without reverse transcription. The amplification of the DNA fragments was analyzed by gel electrophoresis on 2% (w/v) agarose, followed by staining with Gelred (Biotium, Hayward, CA, USA).

For the evaluation of the anti-angiogenic effect, PBS, LNP$_{ssPalmE}$ encapsulating pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0) or pCpGfree-Luc(0) were administered intravenously at a dose of 37.5 μg pDNA/mouse twice at 3-day interval. At 2 day after the second administration, tumor tissues were collected
and placed in 4% formaldehyde for fixation at 4 °C overnight. The tissue was then incubated in 20% sucrose at 4 °C for 24 h. Thereafter, the sample was embedded in OCT compound (Tissue-Tek, Sakura Finetek, Torrance, Calif., USA) and quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen. The sections (10 μm thick) mounted on glass slides. The tissue sections were treated with a 50-fold dilution of FITC–GSI-B4 (FL-1201, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) for 30 min. Confocal images were obtained using a Nikon A1 microscope equipped with an objective lens (Plan Apo VC 20x DIC N2).

To quantify the FITC–GSI-B4-positive pixel counts, 10 randomly captured images per group were exported to the freely available software ImageJ version 1.48 (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/index.html). The density of the tumor vasculature is represented as a fraction of the FITC–GSI-B4-positive pixel area to the total in one picture.

3. Results

3.1. Time profile for nanoparticles concentration in the blood circulation

In our previous report, we optimized the lipid composition of the LNPssfPalmM as ssPalmM/SOPE/Chol (3/4/3) to maximize the transgene expression in in vitro cultured HT1080 cells. To allow the neutral particles to remain dispersed, hydrophilic layers were formed on the surface of the particle by incorporating 3 mol% of DMG-PEG2000. The main purpose of this study was to upgrade

Fig.1. Time profiles for the concentration of LNPssfPalmM in the blood.

The LNPssfPalmM modified with DSG-PEG2000 or DSG-PEG5000 at various density (5% or 10%) were labeled with [3H]CHE, and then administered intravenously. The time profiles for the blood concentration were represented by %ID/mL. Circle and square symbols represent the LNPssfPalmM prepared with SOPE and SOPC as a helper lipid, respectively. Open and closed symbols represent the LNPssfPalmM modified with DSG-PEG2000 and unmodified one, respectively. The triangles represent the LNPssfPalmM prepared with SOPC that were modified with 5mol% (closed symbols) and 10 mol% (open symbols) of DSG-PEG5000, respectively. Data were represented as the mean ± S.D. of triplicate experiments. Statistical analyses were performed by One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test (*; p<0.05, **; p<0.01).
this particle to the level of a tumor delivery system that would be applicable via intravenous administration. It is generally recognized that liposomal nanoparticles that are stable in blood gradually accumulate in tumor tissue through the leaky neovasculature by the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect[39]. In an attempt to prolong the lifetime of particles in the blood circulation, the surface of the LNPssPalmM were modified with DSG-PEG\textsubscript{2000} in which longer carbohydrate chains (C\textsubscript{18}) was used as a hydrophobic scaffold, as demonstrated previously [23] (Figure 1). The concentration of in vitro optimized particles became rapidly diminished to <2\%ID/mL within at least 2 h after the administration (closed circle). Furthermore, even when the surface was modified with 5 mol\% DSG-PEG\textsubscript{2000}, the stability in the blood remained poor (open circle). Thus, the helper lipid was replaced with SOPC. As a result, the blood concentration increased even in the case of PEG-unmodified particles (closed square). In addition, the modification with DSG-PEG\textsubscript{2000} significantly prolonged the lifetime of the particles in the blood circulation (open square). To further enhance this, the length of the PEG was extended by modification with DSG-PEG\textsubscript{5000}, instead of DSG-PEG\textsubscript{2000}. Consequently, the concentration of the particles in the blood increased drastically, by approximately 2 folds (closed triangle). Of note, additional modification with DSG-PEG\textsubscript{5000} (10 mol\%) did not result in any
further improvement in the blood circulation profile (open triangle). The sizes and ξ-potentials of the particles were listed in **Table 1**. All of the LNP_{ssPalmM} were 100~150 nm in average, and neutral in ξ-potential. Thus, the difference in blood circulation profiles (**Figure 1**) cannot be explained from the point of view of the physicochemical characteristics of the preparations. In the following study, LNPs modified with 5 mol% of DSG-PEG_{5000} were used as the platform for the gene carrier targeting tumor tissues.

### 3.2. Effect of the hydrophobic scaffold on the accumulation and stability of LNP in tumor tissue

We investigated the effect of the hydrophobic scaffold on the *in vivo* accumulation and subsequent stability of pDNA in OS-RC-2 tumors. The chemical structures of the ssPalmM, ssPalmA and ssPalmE used in this study are shown in **Figure 2A**. In the ssPalmA and ssPalmE, retinoic acid and α-tocopherol succinate were employed, respectively, as a hydrophobic scaffold instead of myristic acid. The structure of the hydrophobic scaffold had no significant effect on the physicochemical characteristics of the particles, while the ξ-potential of LNP_{ssPalmE} was slightly less than these for the others (approximately -6.5 mV) (**Table 1**).

At 24 or 48 h after the injection of LNPs prepared with ssPalmM, ssPalmA and ssPalmE, the pDNA was extracted from the OS-RC-2 tumors, and the number of gene copies of pDNA was then evaluated by quantitative PCR. As shown in **Figure 2B**, the amount of pDNA is nearly the same at both of 24 h and 48 h after the injection, regardless of the type of ssPalm used. Thus, the structure of the hydrophobic scaffold has only a minor effect on the pharmacokinetics of the LNPs and their stability after they reach the tumor tissue.

### 3.2. *in vivo* transgene expression in tumors and liver

---

**Table 1.** Physicochemical characters of LNPs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Description</th>
<th>Size (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>ξ-potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ssPalmM/SOPE/Chol</td>
<td>153.0</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssPalmM/SOPC/Chol</td>
<td>119.8</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssPalmM/SOPC/Chol + 5 mol% DSG-PEG_{5000}</td>
<td>143.0</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>+0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssPalmM/SOPC/Chol + 5 mol% DSG-PEG_{5000}</td>
<td>133.7</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssPalmM/SOPC/Chol + 10 mol% DSG-PEG_{5000}</td>
<td>136.6</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssPalmA/SOPC/Chol + 5 mol% DSG-PEG_{5000}</td>
<td>152.2</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssPalmA/SOPC/Chol + 10 mol% DSG-PEG_{5000}</td>
<td>149.9</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssPalmE/SOPC/Chol + 5 mol% DSG-PEG_{5000}</td>
<td>132.7</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssPalmE/SOPC/Chol + 10 mol% DSG-PEG_{5000}</td>
<td>133.5</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The transgene expression of the marker gene (luciferase) in tumors, as well as the liver was evaluated at 48 h after injection (Figure 3), since we recently reported that an LNP_{ssPalmM} composed of ssPalmM/SOPC/Chol modified with 3 mol% of DSG-PEG_{2000} showed liver-specific gene expression, and the gene expression in normal mice reached a plateau at 48h[33]. Hyde et al. previously reported that the complete deletion of the unmethylated CpG-motifs from the pDNA conferred sustained gene expression with minimal inflammatory response in the lung after an in vivo aerosol delivery of a cationic lipoplex [40]. Consistent with that observation, we also found that the LNP_{ssPalmM} encapsulating pDNA that was free from the CpG motifs (pCpGfree-Luc(0)) exhibited the higher gene expression in the liver in comparison with conventionally used pDNA (pcDNA3.1-GL3) [33]. Thus, in this study, we encapsulated pCpGfree-Luc(0) as a marker gene.

The findings confirmed that the transgene expression of the in vitro optimized LNP_{ssPalmM} (SOPE as a helper lipid) was at nearly the background level in both tumor tissue and the liver. In contrast, a reliable reading of gene expression was observed both in tumors and the liver after the injection of LNP_{ssPalmM} (SOPC as a helper lipid) modified with 5 mol% DSG-PEG_{2000}. Moreover, the gene expression in tumor tissue was increased when the preparation was modified with 5 mol% or 10 mol% DSG-PEG_{5000}, while hepatic gene expression decreased in a density-
dependent manner. These data are consistent with the general concept that the efficacy of spontaneous tumor accumulation via the EPR effect is correlated with the stability of the particle in the blood circulation (Figure 1).

Transgene expression of LNP$_{\text{ssPalmA}}$ or LNP$_{\text{ssPalmE}}$ modified with DSG-PEG$_{5000}$ was then compared with that of the LNP$_{\text{ssPalmM}}$. As a result, a significantly higher gene expression was achieved in the case of the LNP$_{\text{ssPalmE}}$ when it was modified with 5 mol% DSG-PEG$_{5000}$. It is noteworthy that the hepatic gene expression of LNP$_{\text{ssPalmA}}$ or LNP$_{\text{ssPalmE}}$ was decreased to the background level. The tumor-specific gene expression was also confirmed by the in vivo imaging of the luciferase activity (Figure 4). It is noteworthy that gene expression was not detectable at 6 h after injection, but was increased in a time dependent manner up to 24 h. Gene expression reached plateau within 48, and was detectable at least until 72 h.

Changes in the lipid composition of the ssPalmE/SOPC/Chol to 5/2/3 or 1/6/3 resulted in a decreased tumor gene expression (data not shown). Collectively, it can be concluded that an LNP$_{\text{ssPalmE}}$ composed of ssPalmM/SOPC/Chol (3/4/3) modified with 5 mol% of DSG-PEG$_{5000}$ is an in vivo optimized particle for achieving tumor specific gene delivery.

The effect of the type of pDNA was also evaluated. The gene expression of LNP$_{\text{ssPalmE}}$ in tumor tissue was decreased by one order of magnitude when the pDNA was replaced from pCpGfree-Luc(0) to the conventionally used pDNA (pcDNA3.1-GL3) containing 332 Cpg-motifs (Supplemental Figure S1). Thus, the use of pDNA that is free of the Cpg-motif is also a key factor for the successful transgene expression in tumors, as has been demonstrated previously for the liver [33].

3.4. Antitumor effect of the delivery of pDNA encoding sFlt-1
Finally, the anti-tumor activity was evaluated by the repeated administration of LNP that encapsulated the pDNA encoding sFlt-1 (Figure 5A). As described above, the use of pDNA free from the CpG-motif is a key factor for the successful gene expression in tumors. Thus, all of the CpG motifs (76 CpG motifs) in sFlt-1 were replaced with other codons that are translated to the same amine (Supplemental Figure S2), and were then inserted into the pCpG-free vector to prepare the pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0).

In comparison with the PBS-injected group, the injection of the LNP_{ssPalmM} or LNP_{ssPalmE} encapsulating pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0) (closed triangle and circles, respectively) suppressed tumor growth, while the therapeutic effect of the corresponding particles encapsulating luciferase-encoding pDNA (pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0)) showed little or only marginal effects (open triangle and circles, respectively). It is noteworthy that the anti-tumor effect of LNP_{ssPalmE} was significantly higher than that for LNP_{ssPalmM}. Throughout these experiments, no decrease in body weight was observed in any of the groups (Figure 5B).
To gain more insight into the mechanism of the anti-tumor effect, sFlt-1 gene expression was confirmed by RT-PCR. As shown in Figure 6A, sFlt-1 gene expression was actually detected in all of the 3 mice that were analyzed, only when pDNA encoding sFlt-1 was delivered to the tumor. No band was detected when reverse transcription process was omitted. Thus, the band is derived from the cDNA that was reverse-transcribed from the mRNA, and not from the contaminating pDNA. Finally, the anti-angiogenic effect was confirmed by staining endothelial cells using FITC–GSI-B4. The quantified vascular density (Figure 6B) was significantly lower than that for the PBS-treated group when pDNA encoding sFlt-1 was delivered by LNPssPalmE (p < 0.05), while it was not significant in mice treated with luciferase-encoding pDNA. Also, it is likely that the length of each vasculature was shorted when sFlt-1 gene was delivered (Figure 6C) in comparison with other control groups. Collectively, LNPssPalmE encapsulating pGpGfree-sFlt-1(0) appears to be a promising and safe carrier for RCC-targeting gene delivery and tumor suppression by virtue of the obstruction of the tumor neovascularature.

![Fig. 6. Anti-angiogenic effect by the delivery of pDNA encoding sFlt-1 by LNPssPalmE.](image)

(A) PBS and LNPssPalmE encapsulating pCpGfree-Luc(0) or pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0) were administered intravenously in OSRC2-bearing mice. 48 h after the administration, tumor tissue was corrected. The mRNA expression of sFlt-1 (top) and β-actin as an internal control (bottom) in individual 3 mice was evaluated by RT-PCR, followed by gel electrophoresis. As an additional control, the PCR reaction was demonstrated without reverse transcription (middle). (B) PBS and LNPssPalmE encapsulating pCpGfree-Luc(0) or pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0) were administered twice with 3-day interval. At 48 h after the second dose, the tumor vasculature was immune-stained with FITC–GSI-B4. The 10 confocal images were randomly captured in each group. The fraction of the FITC–GSI-B4-positive pixel area to the total pixels in total one was plotted. Bars represent a mean values. Statistical analyses were performed by Mann-Whitney test (P < 0.05). (C) Typical images of the tumor vasculature stained with FITC–GSI-B4 were shown. Bars: 100 μm.
4. Discussion

In the present study, we report on successful tumor-specific gene delivery by means of LNP_{ssPalmE}. Certain types of neutral liposomes [41] or siRNA-encapsulating lipid nanoparticle prepared with pH-sensitive lipids [42] were inherently and extensively taken up by the liver after the intravenous administration with the aid of apolipoprotein E (ApoE) that was bound on the particle surface. The ApoE-dependent acceleration of cellular uptake into mouse liver hepatoma cells (Hepa1c1c7 cells) was also confirmed in siRNA-encapsulating LNP_{ssPalmE} (Noguchi et al., unpublished observation). Also, undesired interactions with serum proteins (i.e. opsonins) can induce rapid clearance by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) [43, 44]. For successful tumor accumulation of a nanoparticle by the EPR effect, prolonged circulation in the blood is a crucial factor. To reduce the extent of interactions with blood components and immune responses, shielding the surface with the hydrophilic PEG polymer is the gold-standard strategy [44-46]. In the present study, we used two types of PEG-lipids in which myristoyl- or stearyl chains were used as a hydrophobic scaffold (DMG-PEG and DSG-PEG, respectively). 3 mol% of DMG-PEG_{2000} was incorporated in all LNP_{ssPalm} preparations to avoid the aggregation of neutralized particles at physiological pH, in that particle–to-particle electrostatic repulsion was poor. DMG-PEG_{2000} does not provide stability in blood circulation, but had a minimum effect on the intracellular trafficking processes [23, 47]. Thus, DSG-PEG_{2000} was additionally incorporated into the particle, to prolong its lifetime in the blood circulation [23, 31]. However, PEG modification adversely inhibits the cellular uptake of the endosomal escape process by preventing the interaction of the lipid envelope with biomembranes (i.e. plasma membrane or endosomes) [37, 47-51]. Thus, to overcome this “PEG dilemma”, it is necessary to determine the optimum density or length of the PEG in order to achieve optimal retention. We previously used a cationic lipid (N-[1-(2,3-Dioleoyloxy)propyl]-N,N,N-trimethylammonium: DOTAP) as a component of the lipid envelope for tumor targeting. In this case, 15 mol% PEG-lipid was necessary to aid in prolonging the lifetime of the particle in the circulation [37, 52]. In contrast, 5 mol% PEG-lipid is sufficient to confer a comparable or higher level of blood circulation in the case of the LNP_{ssPalmM} (Figure 1). Thus, the use of a neutralized particle is advantageous in terms of overcoming the PEG dilemma issue. Meanwhile, the blood concentration of the LNP_{ssPalmM} prepared with SOPE as a helper lipid was less than 3%ID/mL, and PEG-modification failed to
improve this. Liposomes composed of a helper lipid with phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) in the head group is inherently unstable in the blood in comparison to the groups on phosphatidylcholine (PC), presumably due to their fusogenic nature [53]. Moreover, liposomes containing PE activate the complement pathway and are closely related to the clearance of liposomes via macrophages [54]. Thus, a lipid containing PC in its head group is prerequisite as a helper lipid for successful tumor targeting of the LNP<sub>ssPalm</sub>. Generally, the stability of a liposome in the blood circulation tends to increase, depending on the length and density of the PEG chains on the surface of the particle. However, the stability was not improved even when the density of PEG<sub>5000</sub> was increased from 5 mol% to 10 mol%. In the present study, DSG-PEG<sub>2000</sub> or DSG-PEG<sub>5000</sub> was used to modify the LNPs after the preparation by a simple incubation with of PEG-lipids with the prepared particle. Thus, a surface coating with PEG<sub>5000</sub> might be saturated at a level of 5 mol%.

In agreement with the above discussion, modification with PEG improved transgene expression in tumor tissue, accompanied by a decrease in hepatic gene expression (Figure 3). Of note, the transfection activities of LNP<sub>ssPalmA</sub> and LNP<sub>ssPalmE</sub> were decreased when the DSG-PEG<sub>5000</sub> density was increased from 5 mol% to 10 mol%. Since the blood circulation property was comparable, regardless of the PEG density, it is plausible to assume that tumor accumulation would also be comparable in these groups. Thus, the inhibition of endosomal escape by extensive PEG-modification is the possible reason for the decrease in transgene expression.

Concerning the LNP<sub>ssPalmA</sub>, we previously reported that the particles were actively transported to the nuclear periphery as intact particles, and consequently exhibited a 1 order of magnitude higher transfection activity than LNP<sub>ssPalmM</sub> in vitro HT1080 cells [34]. However, in the present study, the transfection activity in tumor tissue was comparable or somewhat less than that for the LNP<sub>ssPalmM</sub>, whereas a comparable amount of pDNA was delivered (Figure 2B). In HT1080 cells, the nuclear transport and transgene expression of LNP<sub>ssPalmA</sub> was drastically prevented in the case of the exposure to an excess of retinoic acid. Thus, endogenous vitamin A-transporters such as cellular retinoic acid-binding proteins (CRABP) play a key role in the nuclear transport of LNP<sub>ssPalmA</sub>. However, the expression level of CRABP I and II is down-regulated in RCC, while high levels of mRNA expression were found in normal kidney tissue [55, 56]. Thus, the CRABP-dependent transport machinery in the cytoplasm does not hold
promise in the nuclear delivery of LNP_{ssPalmA} in RCC. Rather, the lower transgene expression in the case of LNP_{ssPalmA} is due to the slower decapsulation of pDNA from the lipid envelope structure[34].

Finally, the LNP_{ssPalmE} showed the strongest anti-tumor effect when it carried pDNA encoding sFlt-1 (Figure 5). The anti-tumor effect is highly dependent on whether or not sFlt-1 is encoded in the pDNA. Thus, preventing the development of the neovasculature is the most plausible mechanism for the observed tumor suppression. In fact, the density and length of the tumor vasculature was reduced in LNP_{ssPalmE} when it carried the pDNA encoding sFlt-1 (Figure 6B and 6C). Thus, it is highly plausible that tumor cells might undergo apoptosis under the hypoxia environment due to the lack of angiogenesis and blood supply. The most significant finding is that the anti-tumor effect of LNP_{ssPalmE} is measurably higher than LNP_{ssPalmM}, while LNP_{ssPalmE} showed only a slightly higher transfection activity. This phenomena can be explained by assuming that the LNP_{ssPalmE} itself has an anti-tumor effect. Hama et al. demonstrated that \( \alpha \)-tocopherol succinate has apoptotic activity against cancer cells [57, 58], which is achieved by triggering the generation of nitric oxide and superoxide [59]. Thus, the \( \alpha \)-tocopherol succinate generated by the degradation of ssPalmE might damage cancer cells. Therefore, the function of the sFlt-1 that is successfully expressed with an aid of LNP_{ssPalmE} and the intrinsic function of \( \alpha \)-tocopherol succinate as an inducer of apoptosis might synergistically function to achieve the extensive anti-tumor effect that was observed here.

5. Conclusion

The use of optimized PEG in preparing nanoparticles resulted in the tumor-specific gene expression in a solid RCC-bearing model. In addition, pDNA-encapsulating particles formed with ssPalmE showed strong anti-tumor effects due to the synergistic function of the gene product encoded in pDNA and LNP_{ssPalmE}. Collectively, the PEG-modified LNP_{ssPalmE} is a promising gene carrier for targeting tumors for curing RCC with an aid of the therapeutic gene and the carrier per se.
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**Figure Legends**

**Fig.1. Time profiles for the concentration of LNP_{ssPalmM} in the blood.**

The LNP_{ssPalmM} modified with DSG-PEG_{2000} or DSG-PEG_{5000} at various density (5% or 10%) were labeled with [3H]CHE, and then administered intravenously. The time profiles for the blood concentration were represented by %ID/mL. Circle and square symbols represent the LNP_{ssPalmM} prepared with SOPE and SOPC as a helper lipid, respectively. Open and closed symbols represent the LNP_{ssPalmM} modified with DSG-PEG_{2000} and unmodified one, respectively. The triangles represent the LNP_{ssPalmM} prepared with SOPC that were modified with 5mol% (closed symbols) and 10 mol% (open symbols) of DSG-PEG_{5000}, respectively. Data were represented as the mean ± S.D. of triplicate experiments. Statistical analyses were performed by One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test (*; p<0.05, **; p<0.01).

**Fig.2. Effect of the hydrophobic scaffold on the accumulation and stability of pDNA in tumor tissue**

(A) Chemical structures of ssPalmM, ssPalmA and ssPalmE. Myristic acid, retinoic acid and α-tocopherol succinate were used as a hydrophobic scaffold. These materials mount ternary amines as a proton-sponge unit and disulfide bonding as a reductive environment-responsive cleavage unit. (B) Tumor samples were collected at 24 h (closed bars) and 48 hr (open bars) after the intravenous administration of LNP_{ssPalmM}, LNP_{ssPalmA} and LNP_{ssPalmE} for the separation of total DNA. The DNA samples were subjected to real-time PCR for the quantification of copy numbers of pDNA in tumor. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.D. of triplicate experiments. Statistical analyses were performed by One-way ANOVA followed by Student-Newman-Keuls test (*; p<0.05, **; p<0.01).
**Fig.3. in vivo transgene expression in tumors**

LNP was prepared using various combinations of ssPalms (ssPalmM, ssPalmA and ssPalmE), helper lipids (SOPE and SOPC) and PEG lipids (DSG-PEG2000 and DSG-PEG5000). Transfection activities were evaluated at 48 h after the intravenous administration of the particles at a dose of 40 μg/mouse. Statistical analyses were performed by One-way ANOVA followed by Newman-Keuls multiple comparison test (*; p<0.05, **; p<0.01).

**Fig.4. Optical images of the in vivo transgene expression**

Optimized LNPssPalmE composed of ssPalmE/SOPC/Chol (3/4/3) modified with DSG-PEG5000 were intravenously administered. At 48 h after transfection, the transgene expression was visualized by means of in vivo imaging with the IVIS Lumina II. The tumor tissues were depicted by red arrowhead.

**Fig.5. Comparison of the therapeutic effect of LNPssPalmM and LNPssPalmE encapsulating CpG-free pDNA encoding sFlt-1.**

LNPssPalmM (triangles) or LNPssPalmE (circles) encapsulating pCpGfree-Luc(0) (open) or pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0) (closed) were administered intravenously 3 times at every 3 days (arrowhead). The cross symbols represent the control groups in those PBS were administered. Tumor volume (A) and body weight (B) was monitored at the indicated times. Data are expressed as the mean ± S.E. (n=6). Statistical analyses were performed by One-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test (*; p<0.05, **; p<0.01).

**Fig.6. Anti-angiogenic effect by the delivery pDNA encoding sFlt-1 by LNPssPalmE.**

(A) PBS and LNPssPalmE encapsulating pCpGfree-Luc(0) or pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0) were administered intravenously to OSRC2-bearing mice. At 48 h after the administration, tumor tissue was collected. mRNA expression of sFlt-1 (top) and β-actin as an internal control (bottom) in individual 3 mice was evaluated by RT-PCR, followed by gel electrophoresis. As an additional control, the PCR reaction was carried out without reverse transcription (middle). (B) PBS and LNPssPalmE encapsulating pCpGfree-Luc(0) or pCpGfree-sFlt-1(0) were administered twice at 3-day intervals. At 48 h after the second dose, the tumor vasculature was immune-
stained with FITC–GSI-B4. The 10 confocal images were randomly captured in each group. The fraction of the FITC–GSI-B4-positive pixel area to the total pixels in total one was plotted. Bars represent mean values. Statistical analyses were performed One-way ANOVA followed by SNK test (P < 0.05). (C) Typical images of the tumor vasculature stained with FITC–GSI-B4 were shown. Bars: 100 μm.
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